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history
Neo-Metro® is celebrating its 12th anniversary as a leader in 
contemporary stainless steel luxury bath décor. What started 
in 1998 has grown to a poetic amalgam of the classic, sleek, 
utilitarian appeal of stainless steel and the needs of a dis-
cerning clientele for luxurious yet highly efficient and func-
tional products. 

As its backbone, Neo-Metro, of course, draws from the ex-
perience of its parent company, ACORN ENGINEERING, the 
top producer of stainless steel fixtures for 58 plus years. We 
are proud to be based in California, proud that our great 
engineering staff manufactures our products in the United 
States. From complete casting capabilities, to our full wood-
shop, there is minimal outsourcing. We construct every piece 
manually to our highest standards. We can manufacture quickly 
and ship efficiently to your doorstep, so you won’t have to deal 
with the complexities of going overseas. It’s a point in favor 
of sustainability, too: The product travels a minimal distance 
with minimal environmental impact. In short, we offer turn-key 
project management.

this page, top to bottom :

Hand Polishing
A master metal worker

puts the finishing touches
on  the Metropolis basin

Club Riva - Antwerp
Metropolis Basins

next page :

Skilled Metalwork
Superior handcrafting
skill is reflected in the
Metaal Basin's P-trap

__
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Form.
Function.
Finesse.
Hot As Steel

We take a designer’s vision and turn it into a reality. What started as 
“prison chic” with a utilitarian loo has grown into an aesthetic that is 
more relevant today than ever before. We have a devotion to products 
that look good and can withstand the rigorous use (and sometimes 
abuse) that occurs in restaurants, night clubs, spas and hotels-all with 
a keen eye to the green movement and long-term sustainability. 

Our product is simply aesthetically convincing. Whether you envision 
stainless steel fixtures for a high-traffic public restroom in a posh res-
taurant, an additive-resistant tub for a luxe spa, or a custom vanity in a 
hotel suite, our Neo-Metro’s fixtures are engineered to meet the design 
of any project. Create a new vision of design, a marriage of form, func-
tion, fabulous aesthetic and technical finesse. 
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capability
goes green 

  A Growing Business

Sustainability. Green Design. Eco-Friendly. For Neo-Metro these terms aren’t merely 
marketing-friendly buzz words but an everyday reality. We are at the forefront of 
the green movement through our commitment to green product. Stainless steel is a 
recycled material, which in turn, after installation, can be scrapped out, reclaimed 
and again recycled. We buy 80 percent recycled materials, and we are a member 
of the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC). We design products that reduce water 
consumption by working in conjunction with AcornVac, a division of our company that 
specializes in vacuum plumbing, a technology which has been used in Europe for 
decades and which works toward LEEDS points (see page 20).  

DeSign foR DiSAbility
Eighty percent of Neo-Metro’s products are designed to meet the Americans with 
Disability Act (ADA). Neo-Metro is one of the few manufacturers that do conform to 
ADA’s stringent protocol. 

this page :

System M2
integRAteD StAinleSS Steel bASin

complete with overflow, hands-free 
hand washing and a shelf. Shown with 

matching stainless steel mirror.
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top:

Waterless Urinal and miniloo™ toilet
Custom color powdercoated
stainless steel.

bottom:

Metropolis™ basins
Custom color powdercoated stainless 
steel. Shown with high-polished rims 
and Neo-Metro faucets.

mix & match
 The Sink's the Limit

Heavy, industrial-gauge stainless steel offers infinite possibilities to create a wide range 
of luxurious looks for every discerning taste: from the sleek allure of an uncoated tank 
style toilet to a powder-coated tub or a Terrazzo shower bases, we have the ability to 
customize your vision into the reality you desire. We are master metal workers, taking 
the drawings from architects and designers and executing their visions from sketch to 
final product. We have the ability to powder-coat any product and we will match and 
mix any color to create the resin color just the right hue for your individual project. We 
cast Terrazzo; we cast resin; we can meet almost any size expectation. We can mold 
shower bases with respect to hotel rooms. We even have a full-scale wood shop at our 
disposal. Full service capability, all under one local roof.
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this page :

55" Wall Mounted ebb Concept
CUStoM gReen teA ColoR

ADA compliant

next page, top to bottom :

36" Wall Mounted ebb Concept 
CRAnjUiCe ColoR

 Matte black stainless steel sink 
and frame. Complete with a 

matching mirror. ADA compliant.
.

55" ebb Concept Console
CloUD nine ColoR

with storage shelves
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ebb
®

Concept
Flexibility of Form and Finish

The Ebb Concept allows adaptability in a variety of hospitality and residential envi-
ronments. Build as the application sees fit. Choose from double to single to mini sizes, 
from wall-mounted to console versions, from satin to high polished  finishes. Multiple 
standard colors available, as well as solid surface material. Basins can be specified 
with shallow or deep configurations. 

The Ebb Concept comes in 3 standard sizes: 24", 36" and 55" and is offered with a match-
ing resin mirror. In addition, a fluorescent lighting system, storage shelves and faucets are 
available. The possibilities are endless. 
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above :

Custom color
matching available

Hard Rock Hotel lobby - San Diego
18 different deep Ebb Basin configurations

under-mounted in black granite

the Pointe - burbank, CA
tAngeRine DReAM ColoR

Custom wall mounted Ebb Concept with integrated 
soap and hands-free washing  
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ebb
®

Concept
  Color Outside the Lines

Go with our steel standard-or we will custom color match and custom size to make 
your bathroom décor  dreams come true. Choose among nine stunning colors from 
our sophisticated palette in the Ebb Concept Standard Series or select your own 
preferred hue through Neo-Metro’s color matching system. This allows you to choose  
your own coloring as well as your specified size requirements. We also custom size 
the under-mount basin to fit into other counter surfaces.  

top to bottom :

36" Wall Mounted ebb Concepts
CAnARy, blUebeRRy ColoRS

Featuring a stainless steel mirror
ADA compliant
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Saves Installation Time

One Manufacturer

ADA CompliantCustomizable

Recycled Steel

Lower Maintenance
& Operational Costs

Saves Water
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system m2
 The Intelligent Basin

Aside from stainless steel being a “green” raw material, Neo-Metro does even more 
on the green front. System M2 is specifically designed to be environment-friendly 
and is ideal in restaurant and other hospitality environments.

System M2 offers unlimited wash station configurations, optionally outfitted with sen-
sors. Unlike with china lavatories, an M2 basin requires only one plumbing connec-
tion for several sink configurations, all the while striving to achieve the highest design 
standards for sleek, chic aesthetics. Units are also pre assembled to reduce installa-
tion time and thus cost.
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above :

Wijnen Dewit Wine bar
brussels, belgium

Modified HWS™
Multi-station washfountain

transformed into a wine
spitting bowl. Satin Finish.

left :

Satin finish HWS™
6-station hands-free wash basin
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hws
™

  A Sustainable Future. A Rich Reality

Neo-Metro is design with foresight, for a sustainable future. Neo-Metro is committed
to designing ecologically-sound product lines including toilets, tubs and basins for
restaurants and other clients in the luxury hospitality industry.

With the HWS system, you help create a green future. Just think of all of HWS Systems
convincing advantages in environments such as restaurants, hotels and clubs. This 
product is perfect for the restaurant and making it simple for anyone in the establish-
ment to wash their hands. Your establishment will be eco-friendly (we cannot stress 
often enough that stainless steel is a 100% recyclable material), you will save on wa-
ter, maintenance and operational costs, as just one plumbing connection is needed 
for multiple basin configurations. In addition, the product can be either wall mounted 
or free-standing in the middle in the room.  

Options include tankless water heaters, soap systems and hands-free activation.
The advantage is obvious. We are able to meet your individual customization needs 
to the highest satisfaction via a plethora of styles. In short, Neo-Metro is the turnkey 
manufacturer to help you turn your creative discernment into a rich reality.

this page :

black Matte HWS™
Powdercoated multi-station
wash basin
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Slab is a monolith – a seamless, linear, and artful basin of smooth, solid surface Blan-
co white. No embellishments, no steel, no visible supports. It’s a clean pour into the 
desired shape of sink.

In Neo-Metro’s world of custom hues, Pantone®-matched powdercoats and high-
gloss or satin finishes, Slab is a minimalist. Choose a right, center, or left offset; one 
or two basins. The unit is available in 36”, 42” and 55” configurations. Even with a 
single, unified construction, Neo-Metro still wants Slab to be your own perfect design.

Slab is wall-mounted with undetectable hardware, for a clean aesthetic and acces-
sibility for all.

slab
Clean Aesthetic

below :

55" integrated Wall Mounted SlAb
Basin offset left. Also available

in 55" with 2 basins
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custom
solutions

this page :

gaylord Hotel and Resort
baltimore, MD
Custom 96" Cranjuice and Cloud Nine
Ebb Concepts with high polished
ebb basins with overflows.
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It’s the little surprises that make it work with Neo-Metro... creating space economy, 
flexibility of form and finish. And in the case of sustainable hospitality, function.

Vanessa GuilFORD
Lead Designer  - POD Hotel

For the Betsy Ross Hotel, a Miami colonial landmark that has been 
completely renovated, we helped set a new standard for South 
Beach chic. Neo-Metro worked with the project designers to cre-
ate unique fixtures for four types of bathroom configurations. The 
sizes of the vanities range from 20"-72" with both wall-mounted 
and pedestal designs. The teakwood and solid white surface ma-
terial were designed jointly with Neo-Metro and the design firm.

ChallenGe
Create a unique console

system for 4 different
configurations of guestrooms

sOlutiOn
Custom 20", 42" and 72"

console/furniture systems and
24" ADA wall mounted versions

left :

lucida
nyC
330 Units
Custom High Polished Ebb Basins 
Platium Leed Certified Luxury Condos

next page, left to right :

PoD Hotel, nyC
Custom vanity system

for 349 guest rooms,
in 7 different 

configurations 

PoD Hotel, nyC
Custom bunk bed furniture

for 349 guest rooms
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hotel
environments
 Hip Hotels, Power Players

In the highly competitive area of hospitality, we understand 
that each of our customers is looking for that special some-
thing that is going to make them stand out from the compe-
tition. Sometimes a slight tweaking of an existing product 
will suffice, other times the customer is looking for something 
completely new. When designing a fixture to fit a customer's 
needs in both form and function there are always going to 
be challenges. Trying to balance the customer’s conceptual 
aesthetics with the functionality of the fixture while meeting 
any applicable codes and regulations associated with the 
fixture can sometimes be very challenging. 

We have collaborated with a number of luxury hotel clients 
such as the Pod Hotel in New York City, the Westin New York 
at Times Square in New York City and the Betsy Ross Hotel in 
South Beach Miami. Each presented their own unique chal-
lenges. For properties such as these, the luxury of the overall 
environment needs to extend to every corner of the estab-
lishment, including the bathrooms.

As the name implies, the Pod Hotel takes 
its inspiration from the tiny pod like accom-
modations found in Japan. Space was an 
issue but no obstacle. One of the items on 
the client's list of components needed was 
a stainless steel bunk bed. It had to be 
functional, meet the applicable codes and 
be contemporary in design.

Though Neo-Metro is a plumbing manufac-
turer and not typically a furniture designer, 
the challenge was taken head on, with 
stunning custom stainless steel vanities and 
stainless steel bunk beds as the result.

ChallenGe
Design and manufacture a product that can withstand the 
rigors of a hotel room and fit within the space constraints

sOlutiOn
Custom vanities incorporating complete toiletries as well 
as a unique toilet paper and tissue holder

Bunk beds that provide double the accommodation and 
extreme stability.

•

•
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this page :

the Spa at Mandalay bay
las Vegas
DeeP ebb bASinS

under-mounted in a 
solid surface counter

next page :

Double Wall tub
PRiVAte ReSiDenCe

complete with
an air jet system
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spa settings
  Make a Splash

Stainless steel is perfect for luxurious spa environments which often work with addi-
tives such as minerals, Epsom salt, essential oils etc. Stainless steel tubs are not only 
safe to use with a plethora of additives but also completely sterile! Stainless steel can 
help minimize bacterial buildup. Spas will also appreciate the fact that our heavy 
gage stainless steel tubs can be manufactured to accommodate air-jet systems that 
are ultra clean. Keep in mind also that a double-walled tub is insulated to maintain 
water heat!
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water conservation
High Art, Low Impact

Picture a hotel or restaurant bathroom with a custom-made basin, manufactured from a recycled 
material, discreetly fitted with a tankless water heater and the most efficient water-saving engi-
neering possible. Add in a High Efficiency or dual-flush toilet, in addition to a waterless or pint-
flow urinal. If the entire hotel works on vacuum plumbing, water consumption is brought down to 
a mere 1⁄2 gallon per flush.

All of these water and energy-saving fixtures are possible from Neo-Metro; we go beyond the fix-
ture. Whatever the vision for design, function, or environmental impact, Acorn can outfit a project 
from start to finish. In this way, Neo-Metro support a “whole building” approach to commercial 
sustainability by offering integrated products and solutions to all of a green building’s goals.

this page :

Waterless Urinal
Model 8947

Also available in White Gloss
and Black Matte powdercoat

next page, top to bottom:

ghost bar, W Hotel
Dallas, texas

Contour Urinals

miniloo
High Polish, off-the-floor toilet shown 

with a chrome-plated toilet seat

Matte Black, off-the-floor toilet shown 
with a chrome-plated toilet seat

High efficiency toilets available on all com-
mercial models, for 1.28 gallons per low-flow 
flush

Dual-Selection european in-Wall tank toilets
such as Metaal, miniLOO and Euro-Urban 
Contour use 1.2 gpf on average

Chronomite tankless electric Water Heaters
dramatically reduce hot water delivery time 
and are 99% energy efficient

Acornvac Vacuum Plumbing Systems use 
only 1⁄2 gallon per flush and can reduce over-
all water use by 68%

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE TO WORK IN HARMONY WITH NEO-METRO FIxTURES:
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minilOO
®

 A Tiny Powerhouse

As the name implies the miniLOO® is a toilet that’s tiny, green…and clean. Made 
from recycled stainless steel that helps in reducing bacteria build-up in bathrooms, 
miniLOO® has a dual-flush, long employed in Europe, which minimizes water wast-
age by allowing users to select either a 1.6 or 0.8-gallon flush. Going green has never 
looked so good.
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integrated solutions
 Intelligent Design

Neo-Metro can meet all of your needs, including the desire 
to be environment-friendly. Through our sister line of prod-
ucts, AcornVac®, we provide Vacuum Plumbing and Drain-
age Systems that are viable and a reliable alternative to 
conventional gravity waste drainage with an eco-friendly 
flushing system that requires only ½ gallon of water per 
flush, regardless of the type of waste. This, in turn, translates 
to a tremendous cost savings for any hospitality project.  

In our family of products we also feature tankless, instanta-
neous water heaters via our Chronomite Laboratories® Inc.

division, which provides an obvious environment-friendly 
solution that has been employed in Europe for decades and 
which is just now catching on here in the United States. The 
tankless water heater is well hidden for aesthetic appeal 
under our System M2 product. 

A leader in providing solutions, Chronomite Laboratories® 
patented the first microprocessor controlled tankless water 
heater as early as 1992, meeting users' demands for supe-
rior performance with accurate output temperatures, while 
being efficient and cost effective.

Fewer soil stacks 
and venting allow 
use of penthouse/
attic space

Multi-fixture
compatibility

(wash basins,
showers, etc)

Waste stack
vents eliminated

Vent

Waste drainage 
piping can be 
routed over, 
under and 
around 
obstacles

Plumbing 
fixtures can 
be located 
as needed 
on each floor 
independent
of traditional 
mechanical 
chase areas

Fewer soil 
stacks

Only 1/2 gallon of 
water per flush

Minimal slope 
requirements

Sewer lines

No pumps required 
for fixtures below 
sewer level

Discharge 
to sewer

Reduced floor 
penetrations

Smaller diam-
eter piping

Vacuum center

ADVANTAGES OF USING
VACUUM PlUMbing 
AND DRAINAGE SYSTEMS

Diagram left:
How vacuum plumbing
works in an apartment

or other multi-unit
housing environments
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below :

black Matte neo-Comby
Powdercoated combination
toilet and wash basin

below right :

neo-Comby
Private Residence
Satin finish combination toilet
and wash basin with satin
finish toilet seat

left :

Contour toilet
Satin finish shown with 
a satin chrome-plated 

toilet seat 

right :

AquaContour
Wall-mounted

vandal-resistant
drinking fountain.

18-gage, 304 stainless
steel construction.

Both child and adult
ADA compliant 



Manufacturer of
luxury plumbing products

P 800.591.9050 
P 626.855.4854
F 626.937.4725

For more information, please visit

neo-metro.com
Member of Acorn Engineering’s
Family of Companies

l1001194c

lucida NYC
icon Miami
jing Restaurant Colorado
Standard Hotel NYC
Dana Hotel Chicago
Westin Hotel Times Square, NYC
Hard Rock Hotel San Diego
Hard Rock Hotel Las Vegas
Spago Las Vegas
gaylord Hotel & Resort Washington DC
Shrine nightclub Boston
taj Mahal NYC
brigatine Restaurant San Diego
Katsuya Los Angeles
Wolfsonian Museum Miami
betsy Hotel Miami
Paramount Hotel NYC
Dallas Cowboys luxury Suites Dallas
Wynn blum night Club Las Vegas
la Strada Hotel San Diego
edison bar Los Angeles
east West Studios Los Angeles

Pod Hotel NYC
Spyder Club NYC
Moon bar, Palms Hotel Las Vegas
ghost bar, W Hotel Dallas
the fly lounge Aspen
Standard oil bldg Los Angeles
40/40 Club Las Vegas
C72 Columbus NYC
Switch Communications HQ Las Vegas
Helios House Los Angeles
lure Las Vegas
Club 11 Hollywood
Suki 7 Westlake Village CA
the Pointe Los Angeles
M Hotel Las Vegas
City Center Las Vegas
Roxy lounge Las Vegas
Kaufman Stadium Kansas City
Postrio Las Vegas
Clevelander Miami
Savannah grill San Diego

Standard Hotel New York
Hard Rock Hotel Pool lounge Las Vegas
gM Palace Arena Vancouver BC
iron Man 2 Movie Scene
Aruba Airport Aruba
f1X - theme Park Dubai
flavor Paper New York
Miramar Hotel Hong Kong
Queen elizabeth theater Vancouver BC
Solaris bowling Alley Aspen CO
Wild Horse Pass night Club Phoenix AZ
lambs Club New York
Caesar's Palace Las Vegas

pa Rt i a l C l i e n t  l i s t:

printed on
10% post-consumer

recycled paper stock


